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1. Basis for the analysis
„Two samples were examined for this test:
the neutral sample of the Überlingen tap water and a
sample of the Überlingen tap water treated with the
instrument of the company VitaJuwel.
Both samples were tested in accordance with the
examination methods specified in our book
“Instruments for water vitalization.”

„The examined instrument belongs to the category of
energetic water preparation instruments. The active
substances are mainly semi-precious stones.
The sensory examination was no cause for
complaint. The sample was odorless, clear, neutral in
taste, and without any distinctive features. After the
treatment, a distinctive change in crystal structure
took place when compared to the base sample.“

„Overall, a distinct effectiveness of the water treatment instruments of the
company VitaJuwel is shown, which resulted in the noticeable
improvement of the tap water quality of the city of Überlingen.“
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2. Full-scale display, 40-fold enlargement
„In the full-scale display, very regular crystal structures are
displayed.
A strong approximation to the 60 degree angle, as is only
found in high quality spring water, is clearly displayed.
90° degree angle structures are hardly appearing in this
crystallization, so it can be assumed that the harmful
substances, which were present in the neutral sample,
could be neutralized to a large extent.
The energy level of this sample was distinctly raised.
A clearly positive energy balance can be assumed.“

„The consumer will experience more vitalized and stimulated metabolism
if enjoying water samples after treatment with the instruments of the
company VitaJuwel.“
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3. Half-scale display, 100-fold enlargement
„In the half-scale display, plant-like crystal structures, which
were not found as such in the neutral sample at all, are
displayed.
Increasingly, 60° degree angle structures are appearing,
which dominate the whole picture. This is a clear indication
for the strong quality improvement through the water
treatment instrument, because such structures only appear
in very high quality water of natural origin. Insofar, a
renaturation of the tap water took place.
No indication of 90 degree angle structures is given, which
would portray pollutants or harmful substances. To the
contrary, it can be determined that the bioavailability and the
biological quality is definitely increased.“

„The water preparation instrument of the company VitaJuwel not only is
able to neutralize negative effects, but is also able to restructure water so
it obtains essentially natural, positive characteristics.“
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4. Large-scale display, 400-fold enlargement
„The large-scale display shows a very well formed branch-like
crystal complex, that exhibits further fine branching plant-like
structures, which were not present in the neutral sample.
A strong approximation to a 60° degree angle formation is a
sign of the vitalizing effect onto the water, which also results in
a clear convergence of the water sample towards natural
spring water.
This demonstrates that the water treatment instrument of the
company VitaJuwel caused a definite increase in quality of
the water sample.“

„Accordingly, the energy balance is respectively more positive than the one
of the neutral sample, which is reflected accordingly in the end results.“
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5. Comparison with neutral sample
„The treatment with the instrument of the company VitaJuwel
resulted in very clear quality improvements in both biological
as well as technical regard.

Sample: neutral

For this reason, the sample is reaching a quality level
otherwise only found in natural spring water. Compared to
the neutral sample or to other comparable tap waters a
significant quality increase was measured.
We evaluate the sample with the grade of 1.9 and the
evaluation of good to excellent (on a scale of 1 to 6, with 1 =
excellent and 6 = unsatisfactory).

Sample: VitaJuwel

When using the water treatment
instrument, a very distinct advantage is
demonstrated for the consumer.“
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6. Chemical Parameters
ph-value

7,84

8,02

Oxygen

7,00

9,9

10,04

Content mg/l

Neutral Sample

Conductometry

9,0

354

329

uS/cm

300

VitaJuwel

„The increase towards basicity shows a clear improvement of the
sample. The increase of the oxygen content and the reduction in
conductometry result in a qualitative improvement in comparison to
the neutral sample.“
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7. Changes caused by VitaJuwel
„distinct improvement of tap water quality
neutralization of harmful substances
improvement of the pH-value and oxygen content
increase in bioavailability of minerals
raise of energy balance
increase of vital powers
enhancement of the solvability of minerals
better supply of trace elements and minerals
good approach to natural spring water quality
high biological valance“
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8. Summary
„Positive stimulation and support of the human metabolism
through the high bioavailability of the trace elements and
the energy surplus.“
„Improvement of the technical water quality, reduction of danger
of calcification, resulting in the increase of life expectancy and
savings in the maintenance of technical equipment.“
„Renaturation of tap water is taking place, increasing the quality
significantly and approaching spring water level quality.“
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